Introduction
Urbanization is a rapidly accelerating human influence on the evolution of wildlife in and around cities. Genetic drift and gene flow have been the most commonly studied evolutionary processes in cities, probably because effective population sizes and dispersal are often reduced by urban development [1, 2] . Urbanization thus often results in lower genome-wide diversity within populations [3] , higher genetic differentiation between populations [4, 5] and reduced connectivity across the landscape [6, 7] . These impacts are most clearly seen in small-bodied organisms with limited mobility, whereas more mobile organisms may exhibit few negative effects from urbanization [8] or more subtle influences that produce heterogeneity in gene flow across urban & 2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
environments [9] . It remains unclear, however, whether urbanization imposes a set of common pressures (e.g. arising from fragmentation) that give rise to parallel outcomes or whether local idiosyncrasies and structural differences between cities result in divergent outcomes. Further understanding of urban evolution requires that comparisons be drawn among cities using tools capable of resolving fine-scale variation in fundamental processes like genetic drift and gene flow [10, 11] .
The most useful model systems for examining the repeatability of evolutionary responses to urbanization occupy many cities around the world, are easy to sample in large numbers, have relatively short generation times, well-developed genomic resources, and strong ecological associations with urban habitat rather than just occasional presence in cities. The brown rat (Rattus norvegicus) meets all of these criteria, but its ecology and evolution in cities is poorly understood despite a long association with humans [12] .
Recent global-scale genomic studies have uncovered some of the processes leading to establishment of brown rats in cities globally. Brown rats evolved in northern Asia, spread to Southeast Asia and slowly made their way through coastal routes to occupy all of Europe by the eighteenth century. Shortly after, ship activity associated with European imperialism spread the brown rat to nearly all coastal cities, followed by further spread to inland cities [13] [14] [15] . During their human-assisted migrations, rats evolved to exploit human resources and are now largely 'anthrodependent' [16] . Brown rats are one of the world's most destructive invasive vertebrates [17] and a chronic public health issue in many urban centres [18, 19] . Rats carry many zoonotic pathogens of human concern (e.g. Bartonella, Leptospira, Seoul hantavirus) [20] . Pathogen distribution across urban rat populations is highly heterogeneous and probably influenced by patterns of rat dispersal on local and regional scales [21] . Eradication campaigns may even increase human pathogen risk by influencing rat movements or changing interactions among remaining rats [22] . Despite these concerns, our understanding of urban rat biology has lagged because pest control almost always takes precedence over research [23] . In this study, we use spatial population genomics to make insights about the operation of gene flow and drift in rat populations in four different cities.
Direct tracking or mark-recapture data are superior for characterizing rat movements, but nearly impossible to collect city-wide for wild rats owing to logistical challenges presented by urban environments [24] . Population genetic analyses provide a useful alternative, and have the added benefit of measuring gene flow. Previous behavioural ecology work indicated that rats can form relatively large social colonies composed of many relatives, and do not typically range farther than 150 -200 m from their natal colony [25 -27] . In dense populations, rats stay even closer to natal sites [28] , although they are physically capable of long-distance movements [29 -31] . Population genetic analyses using microsatellites confirmed short-distance movements (less than 150 m) of rats in Baltimore, USA, with occasional long distance dispersal [32] . Microsatellite-based analyses of rats in Salvador, Brazil reported genetic differentiation between human neighbourhoods separated by less than 100 m, largely because of major roadways and topographical slopes [33, 34] . These results indicate that rat populations become genetically structured over fine spatial scales owing to landscape heterogeneity. However, the ability to detect fine-scale landscape effects may have been limited by lack of resolution in calculating genetic distance between individual rats [10] .
To date, only a single study of urban rats has employed genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to study population genomics of urban rats. This study of the brown rat population in Manhattan (New York City (NYC), USA) reported strong spatial autocorrelation in relatedness at distance classes less than 200 m, with detectable levels of autocorrelation up to 1400 m [9] . These results demonstrate that the closer rats are to each other, the more likely they are to be similar genetically because natal dispersal is limited, although occasional long distance dispersal was inferred. No evidence of sex-biased dispersal was detected among NYC rats, though several studies have inferred increased dispersal among male rats [33, 35] . Despite continuous distribution and high connectivity among rats across Manhattan, there were also differences in genetic diversity and a genetic discontinuity that spanned a region characterized by commercial office buildings rather than residential areas (i.e. a resource desert). These results suggest that high relatedness over short distances is owing to limited dispersal, and fine-scale genetic structuring results from habitat heterogeneity in urban built environments. Determining whether this is a general phenomenon or idiosyncratic to NYC requires comparing rat populations across multiple cities. While examining the spatial distribution of genetic variation alone does not estimate the timing of divergence events or quantify the effect of landscape attributes on gene flow, these efforts establish hypotheses for landscape genetic or coalescent modelling to further understand migration-drift processes.
Here, we examine the repeatability of evolutionary outcomes in four cities: Salvador (SAL), Brazil; New Orleans (NOL), USA; Vancouver (VAN), Canada; and NYC, USA. These four cities are all ports in the Americas, but vary in climate from temperate (NYC, Vancouver) to subtropical (New Orleans) and tropical (Salvador). Processes of urbanization and rat invasion may be consistent worldwide, leading to similar population genetic outcomes despite climatic variability. Alternatively, differences in climate and city structure may influence drift and gene flow of invasive rat populations, particularly given that the brown rat is a cold-hardy species that originated in northern China. We employ much larger datasets and more powerful population genomic approaches than previous work on commensal rodents, constituting one of the first analyses of any vertebrate that compares evolutionary outcomes across multiple cities. We address the following specific questions: ) that supports a patchwork of wealthier developed areas, dense lower income neighbourhoods (i.e. favelas), and natural areas. Rats (n ¼ 150) were trapped and sampled between 2010 and 2017. Most samples were collected at the vertices of a grid array designed to maximize geographical coverage or through ongoing public health projects [36, 37] .
NOL is a subtropical city with a relatively low human population density (0.4 mil total; 858 km
22
) that is subdivided by multiple waterways and contains large post-flood recovery areas with grassland habitat. Rats (n ¼ 193) were sampled from 2014 to 2015 across 78 non-contiguous blocks spanning the city. Sites were chosen to represent different levels of income and flooding history for research on post-disaster re-assembly of coupled human-natural systems [38] . Full details are provided elsewhere [39] .
VAN is a temperate city with a moderate population density (0.6 mil total; 5500 km 22 ). Rats (n ¼ 615) were trapped from 2011 to 2012 from 32 contiguous city blocks within the Downtown-East neighbourhood, which has high rates of poverty and a significant homeless population. Tomahawk Rigid Traps (Tomahawk Live Trap, Hazelhurst, WI, USA, Model 102) were placed in alleyways bisecting each block and were pre-baited for one week, followed by two weeks of continuous trapping. Rats were trapped for a long-term study of urban rats with a focus on disease ecology, and detailed methods are reported elsewhere [40, 41] .
NYC experiences a temperate climate, and is dominated by the built environment and pervasive underground infrastructure (e.g. sewers, train tunnels) with an extremely high human population density (8.4 mil total; 10 800 km (b) DNA sequencing, single nucleotide polymorphism genotyping and bioinformatics
We used an identical ddRADSeq approach to prepare libraries for genome-wide SNP genotyping, followed by bioinformatics processing, for all four cities. Briefly, we used STACKS v. 1.35 to demultiplex reads, then aligned reads to the RNOR v. 6.0 reference genome [42] and called SNPs using the pstacks, cstacks and sstacks scripts from STACKS v. 1.35. Details are in the electronic supplementary material, Methods.
(c) Population genomic analyses
We calculated four indices of genome-wide diversity for each dataset using the populations script in STACKS v. 1.35 for variant restriction site associated DNA (RAD) tags: expected heterozygosity (i.e. gene diversity), H E ; observed heterozygosity, H O ; nucleotide diversity, p; inbreeding coefficient, F IS . To understand the distribution of genetic diversity within each city, we used the sGD package [43] in R to calculate diversity (specifically H O , F IS , and allelic richness, Ar) for a genetic neighbourhood surrounding each individual based on a user-defined radius.
For each city we used a radius reflecting the extent of local gene flow, specifically the distance at which our correlogram first indicated the lack of significant spatial autocorrelation (see below). We calculated the strength of isolation-by-distance within each city using a simple Mantel test between pairwise matrices of log-transformed Euclidean distances and pairwise genetic distances between all pairs of rats in the ecodist package within R. Each test was run with an alpha of 0.05 for 999 permutations.
To understand the extent of spatial genetic structure from local isolation-by-distance within each city's rat population, we created a Mantel correlogram using the ecodist R package. This analysis examines the extent of spatial autocorrelation between matrices of geographical and genetic distance across different distance classes. For NYC, SAL and NOL we used a 500 m lag size for ease of comparison. For VAN, we used a 100 m lag size because dense sampling allowed for interpretation at a smaller spatial scale. All correlograms were run for 999 permutations and generated 95% confidence intervals with 500 iterations of 90% bootstrapping.
To assess the population genetic structure of rats within each city we used four different analyses: (i) fineSTRUCTURE; (ii) principal component analysis (PCA); (iii) discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC); and (iv) MEMGENE. The fineSTRUCTURE approach can use shared haplotypes along recombination blocks to estimate shared coancestry with dense genomic data, although with widely distributed individual loci, such as RADseq-derived SNPs used here, loci are essentially unlinked and the program captures allele frequency covariance [44] . While our data do not fully use fineSTRUCTURE's ability to identify recent coancestry, it still provides a more complete visualization of population genetic structure compared to similar analyses. For each city we phased loci and imputed individual missing SNPs for loci on each chromosome using FASTPHASE [45] . Average missing data were low for all cities prior to imputation (SAL: 6.6%; NOL: 5.4%; VAN: 7.1%; NYC: 7.2%). Then we ran fineSTRUCTURE with the unlinked model for 100 000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations, and 20 000 tree-building iterations, with a minimum of 500 SNPs and 10% of the genome used for expected maximization estimation. Finally, we inspected MCMC traces to confirm model convergence and created pairwise heatmap figures.
We created PCAs in R for each dataset using the PCs generated by fineSTRUCTURE. Samples were mapped and labelled using a two-colour ramp corresponding to the scores of the first PC. We performed DAPC on each dataset using the adegenet R package [46] . We first ran find.clusters, retaining all PCs and choosing the K value corresponding to the lowest Bayesian information criterion. These group memberships were then used to assess spread of clusters in PC space using the dapc function. We chose to retain 40 PCs for NYC, SAL and NOL, and 50 PCs for VAN, based on the point of diminishing return in variance to avoid over-fitting [35] .
Finally, we used the Memgene [47] package in R to describe processes that generate spatial neighbourhoods of genetically similar individuals. MEMGENE detects fine-scale patterns of differentiation and cryptic genetic structure [47] . This approach uses Moran's eigenvector maps (MEMs) to create orthogonal eigenvectors with sample coordinates, and then uses a regression framework to quantify the extent of genetic variation explained by each eigenvector. Samples are then mapped based on their eigenvector scores to describe levels of genetic differentiation across the landscape.
To confirm independence between the four sampled cities we used the 'among-city' SNP dataset (16 813 filtered SNPs; electronic supplementary material, Methods) and assessed the pattern of evolutionary clustering with DAPC, using an identical procedure as described above and retaining 40 PCs.
Results
A minimum of 15 310 and maximum of 36 465 SNPs were called and included in downstream analyses for each city (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Despite variable sample sizes, heterozygosity and nucleotide diversity were similar across populations, but the inbreeding rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180245 coefficient F IS was markedly higher among the VAN and SAL rats. Within each city, genetic diversity varied across different geographical regions as indicated by sGD (figure 1). In both NYC and SAL, heterozygosity was lower and inbreeding values were higher in the centre of the landscape, while in NOL the 'French Quarter' and 'Gentilly' neighbourhoods showed reduced diversity. Fine-scale sampling in VAN revealed gradual changes in diversity, with higher heterozygosity and lower inbreeding values in the North and East areas. Mantel tests for isolation-by-distance were significant Figure 1 . Spatial patterns of genetic diversity within each city analysed using the software sGD. For each city, genetic diversity was calculated for the genetic neighbourhood surrounding each sample. The genetic neighbourhood size (i.e. radius) was determined by the distance at which spatial autocorrelation between genetic and geographical distance reached zero (figure 2 All four landscapes exhibited high autocorrelation of genetic distance at the shortest geographical distances in the Mantel correlogram (less than 500 m for SAL, NOL and NYC; less than 100 m for VAN; figure 2). Rats in NOL and NYC exhibited virtually no autocorrelation beyond 1500 m, but SAL rats were still positive up to 3000 m. Spatial autocorrelation was stronger among VAN rats at proximal distances (less than 100 m) and declined more rapidly compared to the other three cities, dropping below zero after 300 m.
The fineSTRUCTURE and PCA results indicated complex spatial patterns in all four cities, indicating connectivity at various spatial scales (figure 3). However, there are notable genetic discontinuities within each city that coincide with different urban features: a low density of human residential areas in NYC (i.e. resource desert), major waterways in NOL, and roadways in SAL and VAN (figure 3). The NYC fineSTRUCTURE and PCA plots support the 'Uptown' and 'Downtown' clusters identified in previous analyses [9] , but the variation is more clinal than in the other cities with lower coancestry across Manhattan.
Evolutionary clustering described by DAPC differed among the urban landscapes in terms of the best supported K value, but all closely reflected the coancestry and PCA results (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). In NYC, K ¼ 1 was best supported, but K ¼ 2 cluster scenario also identified a North-South split that was previously identified by multiple analyses [9] . In SAL, K ¼ 2 was best supported and indicated a split between rats in the Northern and Southern neighbourhoods of the city. In NOL, K ¼ 2 was best supported, which suggested a division between rats east and west of a major canal. The K ¼ 3 scenario in NOL identifies a third group occupying the 'French Quarter' neighbourhood (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). In VAN, the analyses identified a much higher number of clusters (K ¼ 11) than estimated for the other three cities, probably owing to denser sampling of rats in a smaller area. We also identified two contrasting patterns in the spatial distribution of genetic variation. In the West and Central areas of the sampled neighbourhood, most city blocks contain a single evolutionary cluster that is unique to that location or shared only among a few nearby blocks, which probably represents colonial structure. In the North and East areas, two evolutionary clusters dominated over a dozen blocks. This area may lack stable, isolated colonies, probably experiencing higher gene flow or higher turnover among neighbouring rats than the West and Central areas.
Spatial patterns detected by MEMGENE (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ) capture the same major genetic discontinuities identified in the PCA and fineSTRUC-TURE results, with some additional, more subtle patterns. The NYC analysis recovers the Uptown and Downtown split (8.3% variance explained). SAL rats exhibit a northsouth split that coincides with a major roadway, with 20.2% of the variance explained by this first MEM axis. NOL rats also exhibit clear differentiation between rats east of the canal and those farther west (including the French Quarter) and north. Additionally, MEMGENE identifies subtle changes captured in the adjacent area west of the canal that correspond to changes in genetic diversity observed in sGD (47.9% variance explained). A major roadway in VAN also coincides with a genetic split between rats in the South-East area and most other rats (47.6% variance explained) from this single neighbourhood.
When assessing evolutionary differentiation among cities with DAPC, samples from all four cities clustered independently with no evidence of recent migration (electronic supplementary material, figure S4 ). SAL and VAN were clearly differentiated across the first discriminant function (DF), and both were separated from NOL and NYC by the second DF, which were most similar but separated by the third DF.
Discussion
(a) Are spatial patterns and levels of genome-wide diversity similar across rat populations in different cities?
Brown rat populations in four different coastal American cities exhibited similar patterns of genome-wide diversity despite differences in climate, human population density, land area and development patterns. In particular, H E and p were most similar among rat populations, while F IS values exhibited the largest differences. Cities with the highest human population density and levels of development, such as NYC, are expected to have higher rat density, but if there is a positive relationship between human and rat densities then it is not reflected in our results. Possible explanations are that all of these populations have achieved densities and connectivity that maintain high levels of genetic diversity. This outcome is predicted when local populations exhibit unique allele frequencies owing to genetic drift from isolation-by-distance processes [48] . These coastal rat populations were also derived from invasions from similar geographical sources, with the exception of VAN which probably had a more complex history of multiple invasions [13, 15] . The VAN study site is also bordered by Canada's largest international shipping port, and thus may receive periodic migrants from diverse populations. Coalescent modelling of demographic histories of these populations may elucidate the source populations and whether similar numbers of rats (and genome-wide diversity) invaded each city. All rat populations exhibited differences in genetic diversity within their respective urban landscapes (figure 1), suggesting that local conditions within cities alter the distribution of genetic variation. For example, within both NYC and SAL we observed reduced diversity across the centre of the landscape that may be owing to reduced effective population size and/or lower rates of gene flow. These differences in diversity, which can accrue over just a few city blocks (as seen in VAN), elucidate observed patterns of coancestry and clustering, but also indicate potential differences in adaptive potential across the urban landscape. Figure 3 . Population genetic structure for brown rats in four cities as described by a PCA and coancestry heatmap generated by fineSTRUCTURE. For each city from left to right we show a PCA of within-city genetic variation, then map the scores of the first PC for each individual sample. On the right is a heatmap describing shared coancestry between all samples, shown with a high-contrast scale to maximize detail for less related individuals. Heatmap labels using suffixes N, S, W, E represent cardinal directions to indicate fine-scale differences within neighbourhoods. Landscape features such as rivers, buildings and other impervious surfaces generally restrict gene flow within and among urban populations of small vertebrates [6, 7] . GPS tracking of many species also indicates that humandominated environments reduce animal movements [2] . Thus, enhanced genetic drift and loss of genetic variation are among the most often reported results of urban evolution studies [1] . However, gene flow in some species is relatively unaffected [8] ; many small mammals also sustain gene flow by using vegetated corridors within cities [49] [50] [51] . Invasive, anthrodependent species such as brown rats would be predicted to exhibit high dispersal rates in cities because they use urban infrastructure as habitat, but signatures of differential gene flow and drift between populations may still be detected if characteristics of different cities influence dispersal rates or distances. Spatial autocorrelation of genetic and geographical distance among rats was similar across three cities, suggesting that isolation-by-distance and patterns of genetic distance within brown rat populations are driven by social factors and dispersal behaviour that do not vary widely. Our finding that rats are highly related within 500 m of one another used genome-wide SNPs for more accurate genetic distance estimation for this species than any previous study, but the overall conclusion is largely concordant with findings during the 'golden age' of rat field research in the midtwentieth century [25, 28] . There may be more variation among cities in the distance classes at which autocorrelation approaches zero owing to differential probabilities of long-distance dispersal [30] , inbreeding, or the spatial scale at which rats were sampled. SAL rats exhibited greater autocorrelation at longer distance classes than the other cities, potentially owing to a more cohesive, panmictic population occupying a relatively smaller area than NOL or NYC, lack of seasonality and more consistent movements over time because of the tropical climate [52] , or longer dispersal distances on average. The rapid dropoff in the VAN population is probably owing to very intense sampling of close relatives in a relatively small area, thus skewing genetic distances towards lower values and capturing sharp genetic breaks between nearby colonies.
(c) Do rat populations exhibit similar genetic structure and patterns of coancestry across cities?
Four conceptually different approaches, i.e. principal components, coancestry estimation in fineSTRUCTURE, evolutionary clustering with DAPC, and Moran's eigenvector maps, identified the same spatial patterns of genetic variation across four rat populations. Our results indicate that genetic structure has emerged in all of these cities, though it remains unclear whether these patterns result from historical or recent events. Genetic breaks appear to coincide with canals, major roadways and resource deserts (i.e. neighbourhoods lacking in rubbish and harbourage), providing hypotheses for future landscape genetic modelling to quantify associations between these landscape features and genetic divergence.
Roads, waterways and other urban barriers to dispersal are known to create pervasive genetic structure in native small rodents [3, 4, 53] . However, an invasive pest that occupies a broad range of urban conditions (limited primarily by access to water, rubbish and nesting/burrowing sites) might be expected to exhibit spatial genetic patterns driven only by isolation-by-distance. The fine-scale structuring of rats is more similar to native species that use certain types of urban infrastructure or substrates to maintain connectivity throughout cities, such as some lizards [7] .
(d) Implications for pest management and public health
Our results on spatial autocorrelation and fine-scale genetic structure have the potential to improve management strategies for urban rats. The detection of genetic clusters on either side of rivers (NOL), roadways (SAL and VAN), or resource deserts (NYC) provide spatial targets for pest management that are less likely to be rapidly recolonized after control efforts. Roadways coincided with genetic breaks in the SAL and VAN populations, calling to question whether gene flow among rats may be limited over a scale of a few city blocks. Though further work is required to infer causality for such claims (e.g. landscape genetic modelling), identifying specific migration barriers caused by the built environment might allow for even finer-scale targeting of problematic infestations in single neighbourhoods. Estimates of spatial autocorrelation, particularly the geographical scale over which relatedness approaches zero, can also be used to identify the geographical scale of areas that need to be addressed to limit reinfestation from neighbouring rat colonies. Identification of genetic clusters, and knowledge of appropriately-sized buffers between them, could be powerful tools to guide city-wide rat mitigation. Public health studies have identified many physical and social features that are associated with rat complaints by human residents, and it is likely that these same features positively influence rat movements through urban landscapes. For example, proximity to parkland (e.g. burrowing sites) and subway lines, density of restaurants and residential units, older or vacant housing, and high poverty neighbourhoods are all associated with active rat presence in NYC [54, 55] , and with proximity to waterways in Amsterdam, the Netherlands [56] . The midtown neighbourhood of NYC is associated with lower density of residential units and reduced rat activity and coincides with the soft boundary between two genetic clusters, suggesting the possibility that reduced gene flow and resulting genetic structure may be influenced by anthropogenic landscape factors [9] . However, rat densities may fluctuate seasonally and from block to block, thus complicating predictions about where and how quickly genetic structure will develop [40] . Similarly, the prevalence of rat-borne pathogens within and across cities is highly heterogeneous and generally not well understood [20, 39] , though genetic structure may help explain urban pathogen distributions. While geographical and genetic distance between colonies were not associated with pathogen communities among rat colonies in NYC [57] , our results on the genetic structure of VAN rats are concordant with previously unexplained distributions of leptospirosis [39] . This finding suggests that gene flow among urban rats influences the prevalence of rat-borne pathogens.
rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 285: 20180245 (e) Limitations of this study While successful at assessing genome-wide diversity, spatial autocorrelation and genetic structure of multiple rat populations, the analyses presented here have some limitations. Although identification of genetic breaks suggests ways landscape features may impact gene flow, we are limited in the conclusions we can draw regarding the timing of events or the mechanisms of gene flow without additional analyses. Sample collection in these four cities was not coordinated from the beginning; each project was originally initiated to address questions specific to each city, primarily regarding public health concerns (with the exception of the NYC study which has an explicit evolutionary focus [9] ). Thus, some patterns differed between VAN and the other cities because rats were sampled more intensely over a much smaller scale. This sampling resulted in very different spatial autocorrelation and much greater overall coancestry between rats in VAN than the other three cities. Rats in SAL, NYC and NOL were sampled at roughly similar scales, but the trapping strategies deviated slightly, particularly in NOL where rats were sampled at clustered trapping stations. The spatial information for NOL rats was thus not as fine-grained as in the other cities, but given the similarity across cities this difference probably had little impact on the results.
(f ) Conclusions and future directions
Overall, this study was successful at answering several questions about the generality of drift and gene flow across urban rat populations. Urban rats exhibit moderate to high genomewide diversity. Local genetic drift as measured by spatial autocorrelation analyses typically does not operate much beyond 500 m owing to short dispersal distances in urban rats. However, long-distance dispersal is possible and occurs at low frequency. Major landscape features such as rivers and roadways may restrict gene flow, resulting in spatial genomic structure in urban rat populations, as might neighbourhoods that are resource deserts for rats. This study is the first, to our knowledge, to examine population genomic responses of a vertebrate to urbanization across multiple cities. Such replicated studies are crucial to assessing the generality of predictions from urban evolution [1] and landscape genetics [11] . Very few studies have examined urban evolution outside of temperate North American or European cities, but here our inclusion of tropical (SAL) and subtropical (NOL) cities allowed us to understand the generality of urban evolutionary responses in an invasive species to a degree otherwise unachievable. Future studies should include a range of global cities in different biomes, and incorporate multiple species with carefully chosen characteristics to test hypotheses about urban drift and gene flow. Although we were able to make qualitative statements about the influence of different types of neighbourhoods on rat gene flow, future efforts implementing coalescent approaches or landscape genetic modelling have the potential to significantly improve our understanding of how human socioeconomics and other attributes of the social landscape influence spatial population genomics of rats and other species. Overall, we highlight the importance of comparative approaches for understanding trends of differentiation and diversity in urban wildlife populations and examining repeatability of evolutionary outcomes in environments dominated by anthropogenic impact.
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